In the last decade, the pervasive question of climate change impacts on forests has revived investigations on intra-annual dynamics of wood formation, involving disciplines such as plant ecology, tree physiology and dendrochronology. This resulted in the creation of many research groups working on this topic worldwide and a rapid increase in the number of studies and publications. Wood-formation-monitoring studies are generally based on a common conceptual model describing xylem cell formation as the succession of four differentiation phases (cell division, cell enlargement, cell wall thickening and mature cells). They generally use the same sampling techniques, sample preparation methods and anatomical criteria to separate between differentiation zones and discriminate and count forming xylem cells, resulting in very similar raw data. However, the way these raw data are then processed, producing the elaborated data on which statistical analyses are performed, still remains quite specific to each individual study. Thereby, despite very similar raw data, wood-formation-monitoring studies yield results that are still quite difficult to compare. CAVIAR-an R package specifically dedicated to the verification, visualization and manipulation of wood-formationmonitoring data-can help to improve this situation. Initially, CAVIAR was built to provide efficient algorithms to compute critical dates of wood formation phenology for conifers growing in temperate and cold environments. Recently, we developed it further to check, display and process wood-formation-monitoring data. Thanks to new and upgraded functions, raw data can now be consistently verified, standardized and modelled (using logistic regressions and Gompertz functions), in order to describe wood phenology and intra-annual dynamics of tree-ring formation. We believe that CAVIAR will help strengthening the science of wood formation dynamics by effectively contributing to the standardization of its concepts and methods, making thereby possible the comparison between data and results from different studies.
Introduction
In the current context of high uncertainties around the impacts of climate change on forest functioning, tree growth and wood production, investigations concerning intra-annual dynamics of wood formation have received a renewed interest in the last 15 years from disciplines such as plant ecology, tree physiology and dendrochronology. Research groups working on tree-ring formation dynamics were created in many countries all over the world, leading to a rapid increase in the number of studies and publications on the topic (Griçar et al. 2011 ).
Over time, microcoring (Rossi et al. 2006a ) has been adopted by most of the research groups, establishing it as the main technique for sampling forming wood. Most of the groups also use the same, well-documented, sample treatment techniques to prepare anatomical slides (Rossi et al. 2006b ). Moreover, most of wood-formation-monitoring studies are based on the same conceptual model of xylem cell differentiation developed by Wilson et al. (1966) . Finally, most of these groups also use the same anatomical criteria to discriminate between the different zones of the developing xylem and to count the number of forming cells in each stage of differentiation (Rossi et al. 2006b ). Thanks to this common practical framework, research groups performing wood-formation-monitoring studies produce very similar raw data all over the world.
In that sense, the situation is quite comparable to the one found in dendrochronology. Both disciplines produce homogenous raw data, and process these raw data into elaborated data that will be further analysed. In the field of wood formation dynamics, typical elaborated data on which analyses are often performed are critical dates of xylem development (e.g., onset of cell enlargement, occurrence of maximum growth rate, cessation of cell wall maturation) and critical rates of xylem formation (mean or maximum rate of cell production). However, in contrast to dendrochronology (e.g., Grissino-Mayer 2001 , Bunn 2008 , 2010 , Zang and Biondi 2014 , no method has yet been published to allow checking wood-formation-monitoring raw data, pointing out potential errors and assessing overall dataset quality. Moreover, no method has established itself as the standard to compute elaborated data. The consequence is that despite homogeneous raw data, results from wood-formationmonitoring studies are still quite difficult to compare directly, for example, to highlight global ecological trends in a global analysis (but see Rossi et al. 2016) .
We believe that CAVIAR-an R package specifically dedicated to check, visualize and process wood-formation-monitoring datacan help to improve this situation. Initially, CAVIAR was built to implement objective definitions and provide efficient algorithms to compute and analyse critical dates and durations of wood formation phenology for conifers growing in temperate and cold environments (Rathgeber et al. 2011a) .
In this paper we describe the use of the most recent version of CAVIAR, which has been further developed to tackle the challenges mentioned above. This new version provides a set of functions designed to import formatted datasets, check raw data, pinpoint potential errors and outliers, and assess overall data quality. It also provides new functions to visualize and model intra-annual dynamics of wood formation. Moreover, former functions allowing estimating, displaying and analysing wood formation critical dates have been upgraded.
Biological and methodological bases of wood formation monitoring
The basics of wood formation dynamics Xylogenesis consists of the production of new cells by the cambium, along with the differentiation of these newly formed cells into mature functional xylem cells. During their differentiation, xylem cells undergo profound morphological and physiological transformations, which will craft them according to their future functions in wood (Evert 2006) .
All the derivatives produced by a cambial initial constitute a radial file. Consequently, the temporal succession of the differentiation phases undergone by each xylem cell forms a spatial pattern of differentiation strips when considering the forming wood tissue as a whole. Quantifying accurately the evolution of the width of these differentiation strips, in term of number of cells, is actually at the basis of wood-formation-monitoring studies (Rathgeber et al. 2016 ).
Wood sampling and microcore preparation
In this paper, we demonstrate the utilization of CAVIAR using a dataset coming from a mixed, uneven-aged, temperate coniferous forest grown at Grandfontaine (48°29′N, 7°09′E, and 643 m above sea level), in the Vosges Mountains (North-East of France).
The dataset includes 15 dominant and healthy trees belonging to three coniferous species: Norway spruce (Picea abies (L.) H. Karst), Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris L.) and silver fir (Abies alba Mill.). The selected trees were between 73 and 119 years old, and presented a mean diameter at breast height of 53-57 cm, and a mean height of 27-33 m (see Cuny et al. (2012) for more details). During 3 years, from 2007 to 2009, microcores (i.e., wood samples of 2 mm in diameter and 15-20 mm in length) were collected on a weekly basis using a Trephor ® tool (Vitzani, Belluno, Italy). Microcores were taken at breast height on the stem of the selected trees, following an ascending spiral pattern (Rossi et al. 2006a ).
Immediately after extraction, microcores were placed in a solution of ethanol 50% and then stored at 5°C, before being dehydrated at the laboratory by successive immersions in baths of ethanol and D-limonene and embedded in paraffin according to classical protocols (Rossi et al. 2006b ). Transverse sections, 5-10 μm thick, were cut using a rotary microtome, stained with cresyl violet acetate, and permanently mounted on glass slides. Overall 1450 anatomical sections were observed under white and polarized lights at 125-400 magnifications, using an optical microscope to describe the temporal changes in forming xylem over the growing seasons.
Anatomical observations
In wood-formation-monitoring studies, the formation of a xylem cell is generally divided into four major differentiation phases: (i) the dividing phase, during which the division of a cambial mother cell creates a new daughter cell; (ii) the enlarging phase, during which the newly formed xylem cell expands in the radial direction; (iii) the thickening phase, during which secondary walls are built and cell walls are lignified; and finally, (iv) the mature stage, in which programmed cell death marks the end of cell differentiation and the advent of mature, fully functional tracheary element (Wilson 1970) .
Cells in the cambial, cell-enlarging, wall-thickening and mature zones were sorted out according to criteria reviewed by Rossi et al. (2006b) . In cross section, cambial cells were characterized by thin cell walls and small radial diameters. Cells in the radial enlargement phase were at least twice as large as cambial cells and exhibited thin walls. Cells in the wall thickening and lignification phase were birefringent under polarized light, while presenting walls stained in purple and blue. Tracheids were considered mature when cell walls were completely stained in blue.
The number of cells in the cambial (n C ), cell-enlarging (n E ), wall-thickening (n W ) and mature zone (n M ), along with the number of cells in the previous ring (i.e., the tree-ring formed during the previous growing season, n PR ), were counted along at least three radial files, according to criteria described here above (see also Cuny et al. 2012 for more details). Finally,~17,400 counts were performed and saved in Excel workbooks. We consider that this dataset is well representative of most of the woodformation-monitoring studies datasets-i.e., one group or more of about five trees, collected from one or more species, for one or more years, in a unique location or along an environmental gradient.
CAVIAR functions for manipulating raw data
For detailed descriptions of CAVIAR training datasets and functions, and examples of utilizations, see the related help file in the CAVIAR package.
Importing raw data
Importing raw data from an Excel file Most of the research groups involved in wood-formation-monitoring record their observations (cell counts) into Excel spread sheets. Therefore, we developed a new function (readExcelCountTable) dedicated to read raw data stored into Excel files, and import them directly into CAVIAR workspace. This is the way we recommend to import data into CAVIAR since it limits formatting problems.
In order to be correctly read by the readExcelCountTable function, the Excel files must contain four different types of sheets: (i) the 'General description' sheet, which presents the context of the study along with general information for users; (ii) the 'Tree description' sheet, which provides the characteristics of the monitored trees (e.g., species, age, diameter, height); (iii) the 'Sampling description' sheet, which provides the correspondence between sample identifiers and sampling dates; and finally, (iv) the 'Tree' sheets, which contain the cell count data for each individual tree. The formats of all these sheets are imposed to allow automatic reading by the readExcelCountTable function-only the format of the 'General description' sheet is flexible because it is not read by the function. Three Excel files (GRA2007.xlsx, GRA2008.xlsx and GRA2009.xlsx) are provided with CAVIAR for training (for a detailed description of the required format of the Excel files, see Sup. Mat. 1 available as Supplementary Data at Tree Physiology Online).
Once an Excel file is correctly formatted, the readExcel CountTable function can read it and import the raw data it contains into a database-like R data frame. This data frame is then available and ready-to-use for the other CAVIAR functions. For this paper, the three Excel files are imported into CAVIAR and compiled into a single data frame, which is also provided with the CAVIAR package for training (for a detailed description of the training dataset see Sup. Mat. 2 available as Supplementary Data at Tree Physiology Online).
Importing raw data from a text file Alternatively, raw cell count data can also be stored into text files (preferably in a databaselike format) and imported into CAVIAR using R basic functions (i.e., read.table function family). Data imported this way will most probably need further data manipulation in order to be formatted correctly according to CAVIAR standards. Because data manipulation can be very time consuming, we discourage importing directly into CAVIAR raw data from text files.
Raw data overview, visualization and verification
In this section, we describe a data verification procedure we recommend to use when starting analysing a new dataset with CAVIAR.
Step 1: Quick overview of the dataset and format checking Once the raw data have been successfully imported, we recommend a first general check of the newly created data frame, in order to verify that no data were left out or misread. It is important to know right from the beginning the size of the dataset and how many values are missing. This can be done using the overviewCellCountTable function, which checks the presence of all the required variables along with their format, and provides a short summary of the dataset.
Applied to the GRA training dataset, the overviewCellCount Table function confirmed that all the compulsory variables were read correctly. This function also provides the information that the dataset contains one site (GRA), three species (ABAL, PCAB, PISY), 3 years (2007, 2008 and 2009) , 15 trees (tree indices from 56 to 70) and 34 sampling dates (weekly sampling from day of year 90 to 323). Note that the code attributed to the studied species should follow the international tree-ring data bank format (Grissino-Mayer 1993); here ABAL (for A. alba) is silver fir, PCAB (for P. abies) is Norway spruce; and PISY (for P. sylvestris) is Scots pine. Moreover, the overviewCellCountTable function indicated that there are 4174 observations in total concerning the number of cambial cells (n C ), along with 165 missing values, for a median value of seven cells. The same information is also provided for the other quantitative variables (i.e., n E : number of enlarging cells, n W : number of thickening cells, n M : number of mature cells, n PR : number of cells in the previous ring) of the dataset (for details see Sup. Mat. 3 available as Supplementary Data at Tree Physiology Online).
Step 2: Detecting errors in the dataset Once the raw data have been imported and checked for completeness and formatting, we recommend following a procedure made of four additional visual verifications in order to detect errors and outliers and finally improve overall data quality (Zuur et al. 2010) .
The first visual verification is performed at a general level and aims to detect basic errors in data encoding, recording and transfer. The plotCleavelandDotChart function plots a revisited Cleveland dot chart for each quantitative variable of a cell count data frame (n C , n E , n W , n M and n PR ), automatically grouping trees per sites, years and species (Figure 1 ). This function also outlines automatically possible errors and returns a list of them. The plotCleavelandDotChart function is handy for detecting wrongly encoded missing values (e.g., 0, 99, 999), typing errors resulting in negative values or large numbers (e.g., 19 rather than 9, 22 rather than 2), as well as any large outlier. Moreover, this function allows visualizing nicely the distribution and the range of variation of the variables at hand.
However, it is the responsibility of the authors to check pointed data, confirm (or not) the diagnostic and edit values accordingly (see for example an updated plot made after cleaning up the data in Sup. Mat. 4 available as Supplementary Data at Tree Physiology Online).
Step 3: Detecting outliers at the radial file level This step of verification looks in details at the difference between raw cell counts of different radial files from the same tree. It requires the dataset contains the raw cell counts for at least three radial files.
The plotWoodFormationDynamics function was designed to allow a meticulous checking of cell count data at different levels. Basically, it draws a figure containing a plot of the number of cells for each zone of differentiation (n C , n E , n W , n M plus n PR ). These plots are very efficient to visualize outliers and missing data, and to assess their impacts. The plotWoodFormationDynamics function also returns a data frame containing all the detected outliers. When using the option: level = 'RF', the function plots all the raw cell counts, radial file by radial file, for all the trees of the dataset (see Figure 2 for an illustration of the plot obtained with the corrupted data, and Sup. Mat. 5 available as Supplementary Data at Tree Physiology Online for the plot obtained with the original clean data).
At this step, detected outliers very probably indicate errors, since variability is generally very low between radial files. Moreover, it is also important to check that the cell counts for the three differentiation zones (n E , n W and n M ) start at zero at the beginning of the monitoring period, and return to zero for two of them (n E and n W ) at the end-if this is not the case for one tree, it will not be possible to compute critical dates later on. On the other hand, cambial cell counts should never reach zero.
Step 4: Detecting outliers at the tree level This step of verification deals with outliers at the tree level, looking in detail at the difference between the behaviours of different trees from the same group. Groups of trees are automatically constituted by CAVIAR as collections of data belonging to the same tree species, site and year. When using the option: level = 'Tree', the plotWoodFormation Dynamics function plots the mean cell counts for each tree of a selected group, allowing the visualization of the behaviour of each tree in comparison with its population of origin (see Figure 3 for an illustration of the plot obtained with the corrupted data, and Sup. Mat. 6 available as Supplementary Data at Tree Physiology Online for the same plot obtained with the original clean data).
Monitored trees generally exhibit large variations between them, so at this step one should not worry too much about outliers. Only trees, which do not follow the group trend (starting or finishing xylem differentiation much earlier or later) or presenting large outliers, should be investigated further.
Step 5: Assessing group consistency The next step in our verification procedure is to assess the consistency of the data by comparing the central tendencies (mean vs median) of tree groups. When mean and median curves are close together, the group behaviour is well defined, but when mean and median differ to some extent (provided that data have already been checked following the previous steps), one has to question the very composition of the groups.
The plotWoodFormationDynamics function, option: level = 'MvM', plots the mean and median cell counts for each selected group, allowing the visualization of discrepancies between the two estimates of the group central tendency (see Sup. Mat. 7 available as Supplementary Data at Tree Physiology Online).
Final display of the group trend Finally, once the data have been fully checked, the central tendency of a group of trees can be plotted, representing its general trend. When using the option: level = 'CT', the plotWoodFormation Dynamics function plots the median or the mean cell counts for each selected group (option: stat = 'Median' or 'Mean', respectively), allowing a synthetic visualization of the data (see Sup. Mat. 8 available as Supplementary Data at Tree Physiology Online).
CAVIAR functions for describing wood formation phenology
The basics of wood formation phenology Cambial activity follows the cycle of the seasons. In extra-tropical regions, the cambium is dormant during winter and active during summer, while in tropical regions it may rest during the dry season and be active during the wet season (Denne and Dodd 1981) . The inactive cambium is composed of a few layers of dormant cells (c. 3-6), while the active cambium is composed of numerous dividing cells (c. 6-18) (Prislan et al. 2013) .
A couple of days or weeks after the start of cambial cell divisions, newly created xylem cells begin their radial enlargement, Tree Physiology Online at http://www.treephys.oxfordjournals.org becoming thus part of the forming xylem. The appearance of these first enlarging cells marks the onset of xylem radial growth and wood formation (Wilson 1970) .
A couple of weeks after the start of their enlargement, these first xylem cells enter the thickening phase where they build their secondary walls. Because secondary walls hold most of the biomass, the appearance of the first thickening cells can be seen as the effective beginning of carbon sequestration into wood (Cuny et al. 2015) . Finally, a couple of months after their birth, xylem cells undergo programmed cell death and reach their final mature and functional state.
At the end of the growing season, in autumn, or even earlier if water or temperature conditions are not favourable anymore, cell division stops, soon followed by cell enlargement, flagging the end of cambial activity and stem radial growth respectively. The end of woody carbon sequestration, however, only occurs a In the first plot (a), a red circle points out an unexpected large value; in the second plot (b), a value that was mistakenly captured as 15 rather than 5; in the third plot (c), a minus sign that was typed in by mistake; in the fourth plot (d), a missing value that was typed as 99 rather than NA. In the fifth plot (e), a missing value that was typed as 0 rather than NA, is detected as an outlier, but not an extreme one, so it was not encircled in red.
couple of months later, when the lignification of the very last xylem cells stops; it is soon followed by the death of these cells, marking the completion of wood formation.
Definition of wood formation critical dates
In a recent paper (Rathgeber et al. 2011a ), we proposed objective definitions of the five main critical dates of wood formation, based on sound cellular observations. The five main critical dates we propose to focus on are: (i) the onset of the enlargement period (b E ); (ii) the onset of the wall thickening period (b W );
(iii) the appearance of the first mature tracheids (b M ); (iv) the cessation of the enlargement period (c E ); and finally (v) the cessation of the wall thickening and lignification period (c W ). These critical dates are defined based on the presenceabsence of xylem cells in a given differentiation phase. At the beginning of the growing season, the cell-enlargement phenophase is declared started at the date at which more than 50% of the counted radial files present enlarging cells (Rathgeber et al. 2011a ). The same rule applies for the wall-thickening, and mature phenophase. At the end of the growing season, the The vertical bars show the maximum range between raw data for a sample. In the first plot (a), a red circle points out an unexpected zero in the cambial zone; in the second plot (b), a value that was mistakenly captured as 17 rather than 7; in the third plot (c), a minus sign that was typed in by mistake; in the fourth plot (d), a missing value that was typed as 99 rather than NA; and finally, in the fifth plot (e), a missing value that was typed as 999 rather than NA.
Tree Physiology Online at http://www.treephys.oxfordjournals.org cell-enlargement phenophase is declared terminated at the date at which less than 50% of the counted radial files present enlarging cells. The same rule applies for the wall-thickening phenophase.
Based on the five previous critical dates, the duration of three wood formation phenophases are also defined. The duration of the enlargement period is:
; while the duration of the wall-thickening period is:
; and the total duration of wood formation (i.e., the duration of xylogenesis) is: Table 1 for a list of the variables used in the paper and in CAVAIR along with their acronyms).
The onset, cessation and duration of cambial activity are also very important pieces of information. However, we argue that it is not possible to define these dates accurately using only cell counts (Rathgeber et al. 2011a , Prislan et al. 2013 ; we believe that additional anatomical observations are needed. For this reason, we did not include yet the computation of the onset and cessation dates of cambial activity into CAVIAR. Tree Physiology Volume 38, 2018
Computation of wood formation critical dates
Wood formation critical dates are assessed using the compute CriticalDates function, which applies the definitions presented above to cell count raw data. For each tree of a dataset and each year of monitoring, the computeCriticalDates function provides the five presented critical dates:
E and c W ; along with their confidence intervals (Rathgeber et al. 2011a) . Critical dates and confidence intervals are computed using logistic regressions and outputted in a convenient data frame. The main dates corresponds to the 50% probability of a phenophase to have started or ended, while the associated (95%) confidence interval was taken as the time elapsed between the dates defined by the 2.5% and 97.5% probabilities. Optional verification plots allow checking the consistency of each estimate (see Sup. Mat. 9 available as Supplementary Data at Tree Physiology Online).
Visualization of wood formation critical dates
Computed critical dates are then plotted using the plotWoodFormationCalendar function (option: plot.type = 'Tree') in order to check the quality of the estimates at the tree level, as well as their consistency at the group level (Figure 4a) .
A synthetic chart of wood formation critical dates and durations can then be plotted for a coherent group of trees using the plotWoodFormationCalendar function (option: plot.type = 'Group. Dates' or 'Group.Durations', for dates and durations respectively) in order to display the wood formation calendar for this group (Figure 4b and c).
Wood formation calendars can then be compared between groups of trees representing different, e.g., species, years, or sites, for visual insights of the changes in the phenological patterns (compare for example Figure 4 , Sup. Mat. 10 and Sup. Mat. 11 available as Supplementary Data at Tree Physiology Online).
Statistical analysis of wood formation critical dates
The comparisons of wood formation critical dates and durations between groups of trees can be carried out using bootstrap permutation tests, which have proven to be particularly well adapted for this type of data (Rathgeber et al. 2011a ). In CAVIAR, these tests can be performed using the computeBoostrapTest function. This function allows taking into account individual confidence intervals for more accurate comparison between groups (see for example Sup. Mat. 12 available as Supplementary Data at Tree Physiology Online). Note that when performing multiple comparisons, Bonferroni correction must be applied to maintain the family-wise error rate at a chosen level a, while computing the multiple pair-wise comparisons, by testing each of the n individual tests at a significance level of a n / (see Rathgeber et al. 2011a for more details).
CAVIAR functions for modelling wood formation dynamics
Raw data in wood-formation-monitoring studies consist of the number of differentiating xylem cells in the enlargement (n E ), The first plot (a) represents individual critical dates and durations for each tree of the group and each phenophase: E for enlargement (in blue), W for cell wall thickening (in red) and M for mature (in purple). The lengths of the arrowheads are proportional to the confidence intervals associated to the estimated dates. The second plot (b) is a synthetic wood formation calendar showing critical dates for the group of trees. Crossed diamond shape signs show minimal, second quartile, median, third quartile and group maximum values-note that when the group is composed of five trees (as in the GRA dataset), all the data are represented. The third plot (c) represents a synthetic view of the wood formation durations (E for enlargement (in blue), W for cell wall thickening (in red) and X for xylogenesis (in brown)) for a group of trees. The horizontal bars show the medians, while the horizontal lines and the vertical tick marks stand for the minimal, second quartile, third quartile and group maximum values.
wall-thickening (n W ) and mature zone (n M ), counted along (at least) three radial files, plus the number of cells in the previous ring (n PR ), for each tree at each sampling date. As we saw here above, these data are sufficient for computing wood formation critical dates. However, when modelling wood formation dynamics, standardization may be used before fitting growth models, in order to reduce the noise in the dataset (Rossi et al. 2003) . Indeed, ring width and cell number vary all around the tree circumference, and consequently, among the different wood samples taken week after week at different places around the stem. Therefore, the difference in the number of cells between two samples is not only related to the sampling date (the signal of interest), but also to their positions-this circumferential variability is generally considered as 'noise' in wood-formationmonitoring studies.
In this section, we show how to manipulate and standardize wood-formation-monitoring raw data in order to maximize the signal and reduce the noise before proceeding to further analyses.
Cell count data aggregation
First of all, raw cell count data are averaged by tree. Then, the 'instantaneous' cell counts (n n , E W and n M ) are used to compute two cumulative counts (n WM and n EWM ) by adding the cell counted in the different zones to the increasing number of mature cells.
with i the sampling date. In CAVIAR, the aggregateRadialFiles function automatically aggregates (using the means or the medians) the quantitative variables (n n n n , , , C E W M and n PR ) over three (or more) radial files, for all the trees and sampling dates available in the dataset. Moreover it computes the two additional cumulative counts (n WM and n EWM ), and output all the values in a new data frame.
Cell count data standardization
Following Rossi et al. (2003) , cell count data can be standardized by the total number of cells (or alternatively by the total width) of the previous tree ring(s). According to the relative position of the sample on the stem, the number of cells in each developmental zone (E W , and M), and for each sample, can be standardized using the number of cells in the previous ring as follows:
Where n j i , is the number of cell in the developmental zone j for the sample i; n PR, i is the number of cells in the previous ring for the sample i; n PR is the mean number of cells in the previous ring; and finally ′ n j i , is the standardized number of cell. This standardization process can be easily applied with CAVIAR, using the standardiseCellCounts function, which automatically standardizes averaged and cumulated cell counts for the whole dataset.
Final ring cell number computation
When working on wood formation dynamics, it is very important to estimate how many xylem cells were produced by the cambium in the radial direction during the studied growing season. The total annual production of the cambium can be quantified by measuring the tree-ring width-as it is done classically in dendrochronology, or by counting the number of xylem cells along a selection of radial files (e.g., 3-30) on an anatomical sectionas it is generally done in wood anatomy. Both methods convey the same information as the two measurements are highly correlated (Vaganov et al. 2006) . However, because of the variability of cambial activity all around the stem, counting the number of cells for few radial files in the very last sample where xylem has fully matured, will not provide the best estimate of the final ring cell number all around the stem.
In CAVIAR, the computeRingCellNb function automatically estimates the final total ring cell number (RCN) by pulling together data from all the samples collected after cell enlargement cessation, i.e., when the final number of cell has been reached. This process ensures that the best estimates for RCN are yielded. These robust estimates of RCN can then be used to fix the asymptote of the Gompertz model during the fitting process (see next section for more details).
Additionally, the computeRingCellNb function automatically estimates two other important features: (i) the initial cambial cell number (ICN), i.e., the number of cell composing the dormant cambium before cambial activity has started; and (ii) the final cambial cell number (FCN), i.e., the number of cell composing the dormant cambium after cambial activity has ceased.
Depending on the selected option, RCN, ICN and FCN are computed using the median (by default) or the mean, along with the associated measure of variation (standard deviation and standard error for the mean; median absolute deviation, median absolute error and normalized median absolute error for the median).
Application of the Gompertz function to model wood formation dynamics
For temperate and cold forest trees, the accumulation all along the growing season of xylem cells in the forming ring is classically described using a Gompertz function (Camarero et al. 1998, Tree Physiology Online at http://www.treephys.oxfordjournals.org Deslauriers et al. 2003 , Rossi et al. 2003 , 2006b , 2006c , Cufar et al. 2008 , Rathgeber et al. 2011b . In the Gompertz function (Gompertz 1825) the exponential increase is controlled by a limiting term as in the equation:
Where a is the exponential term, and ( ( )) b G t ln the limiting term.
Theoretical ecologists classically interpret the limiting term as the effect of the increase of competition for limited resources (e.g., space, light, substrate, nutrients) accompanying any growing population (Zeide 1980 (Zeide , 1993 (Zeide , 2003 .
Fitting Gompertz functions
The evolution of the three cumulated cell counts (n M , n WM and n EWM ) over a growing season can be fitted using the Gompertz function.
For fitting purpose, the Gompertz function is classically defined as:
Where ( ) n t is the total number of cells at time t ; α is the upper horizontal asymptote parameter representing the final number of cells reached at the end of the growing season; β is the displacement along the time axis parameter, which reflects the choice of the origin of time; and κ is the growth rate parameter, which determines the spread of the curve along the time axis.
In CAVIAR, the fitGompertzModels function automatically fits a Gompertz function to each of the three cumulated cell counts, for each year, and each tree available in the dataset, using the nls function of the R stats package (R Development Core Team 2015) . The nls function determines the weighted least-squares estimates of the parameters of a nonlinear model (Bates and Chambers 1992) .
The goodness-of-fit of the model is evaluated using the fitGompertzModels function (option: plot.fitting = TRUE), which plots time-series of predicted values along with the observations (Piñeiro et al. 2008 ) (see for example Sup. Mat. 13 available as Supplementary Data at Tree Physiology Online). A second option (plot.obs.vs.pre = TRUE), which plots a linear regression analysis of the observed vs predicted data (Mayer and Butler 1993) , is used to check for any biases in the model (see for example Sup. Mat. 14 available as Supplementary Data at Tree Physiology Online and Figure 5 for an illustration).
The overall measure of fit is assessed using the modelling efficiency (EF), a statistic close to the coefficient of determination R 2 that can be used for nonlinear models (Mayer and Butler 1993) . The EF is close to 1 for good fittings, and is ≤0 when the model is equal to or less good than the mean of the observations. In addition to EF, the root mean square deviation (RMSD) is also computed. The RMSD represents the standard deviation of the differences between predicted and observed values. The RMSD can be used to aggregate the magnitudes of the errors in predictions over the whole dataset, providing a single measure of the predictive power of all the models together (Hyndman and Koehler 2006) . It can then be used to evaluate the effects of different data treatments (e.g., fitting Gompertz function on raw data vs standardized data), or to compare different models (e.g., Gompertz vs general additive models using standardized data).
in order to display the intra-annual dynamics of wood growth of a group of trees (see for example Sup. Mat. 15 available as Supplementary Data at Tree Physiology Online). If the behaviour of the different trees of the group are coherent, the group can then be represented by its mean (±standard error), using plotWoodGrowth function (option: plot.type = 'CT') (see for example Sup. Mat. 16 available as Supplementary Data at Tree Physiology Online).
Finally, average wood growth dynamics can be compared between groups of trees (representing different, e.g., years, Figure 5 . Example of verification plots produced by the fitGrompertzModels function using original data from the GRA training dataset (tree 56, year 2009, total number of cells). Plots on the first row show time series of observations and predictions allowing checking the fitting of the Gompertz functions on raw (a) and standardized (b) data. The blue dots represent the observations; the red line, the fitted Gompertz curve; and the green lines, arrows and labels, the six biologically meaningful parameters. Plots on the second row show scatter graphs of Gompertz function predictions vs observations allowing checking for any bias in the fitting of the Gompertz functions on raw (c) and standardized (d) data. The green long dashes represent the x = y lines; while the red short dashes represent the regression lines.
Tree Physiology Online at http://www.treephys.oxfordjournals.org species or sites), using the plotWoodGrowth function (option: plot.type = 'Comp') ( Figure 7 ).
Statistical analysis of the fitted parameters
As for the critical dates, the fitted parameters of the Gompertz functions can be compared between groups of trees using bootstrap permutation tests. These tests can be performed in CAVIAR using the computeBoostrapTest function (see section Statistical analysis of wood formation critical dates).
Conclusion and perspectives
In this paper we presented CAVIAR, an R package specifically dedicated to the checking, displaying and processing of woodformation-monitoring data (Figure 8) .
First, we showed how to import formatted wood-formationmonitoring data into R. Then, we proposed a visual 5-step procedure designed to meticulously check raw data. This procedure should help authors to better master the raw data they produce, and consequently improve the quality of the available datasets.
We also demonstrated how to manipulate and standardize raw data in order to maximize the growth signal and reduce the noise in the dataset before producing elaborated data. CAVIAR provides robust and efficient functions to compute (based on logistic regressions), display and analyse (based on bootstrap tests) wood formation phenology critical dates and durations.
CAVIAR provides also robust and efficient algorithms to model (based on Gompertz functions), display and analyse (based on bootstrap tests) intra-annual dynamics of xylogenesis. For temperate and cold forest trees, logistic regressions provide the best estimates of tree-ring formation critical dates, while Gompertz models very well capture wood formation dynamics during the main part of the growing season.
We believe that the current version of CAVIAR represents a 'classic standard' in wood-formation-monitoring data processing. Indeed, for the first time, robust and efficient algorithms allowing performance of the main classical data treatments (e.g., raw data verification, data standardization, wood formation critical dates and durations computation, and wood formation dynamics modelling) are gathered together in the same coherent package.
In the articles to come, we would like to provide tools to properly assess the effect of standardization on wood-formation-monitoring data in order to decide whether it should be systematically applied or not. We also would like to compare critical dates and Gompertz timings in order to see if Gompertz function could be used to describe wood formation phenology as well.
In the third version of CAVIAR we plan to develop new algorithms based on generalized additive models to upgrade wood formation phenology and dynamics functions and develop new functions devoted to cell differentiation kinetics (Cuny et al. Mountains (data from GRA training dataset). The triangles and the squares represent the dates (t b and t c , respectively) when the Gompertz curves reach 5 or 95% of the total final ring cell number (i.e., α). The circles represent the Gompertz curve inflexion points (t x ), i.e., the dates when cell production is maximal. The α signs mark the asymptotes of the Gompertz models. The envelopes represent the confidence interval. showing observations (points) and fitted Gompertz functions (lines) for the three cumulated cell counts (n M : mature zone; n WM : wall thickening plus mature zone; n EWM : enlarging plus wall thickening and mature zone). Modelling efficiency coefficients (EF) are given in the top left corner for the three Gompertz models. This figure was produced using standardized data from the training dataset (tree 58, year 2007, GRA dataset). 2013, 2014) . This should improve the robustness and accuracy of CAVIAR in case of missing or scarce data (e.g., bi-weekly or monthly sampling), and extend its scope further to new environments (e.g., Mediterranean and tropical areas) and new species (e.g., angiosperms exhibiting ring-or diffuse-porous wood).
To conclude, we believe that this new version of CAVIAR will help to strengthen tree-ring formation science, contributing to standardize its methodologies, improve further the quality of its data and reinforce the significance of its results.
Availability of the CAVIAR package
The CAVIAR package is available as an add-on package in R. Interested users can download and install R from the Comprehensive R Archive Network (CRAN) website: http://cran. r-project.org/. The package is also available for download and installation via the terminal (R CMD INSTALL CAVIAR) on the first author's webpage: http://www6.nancy.inra.fr/foret-bois-lerfob/ Le-personnel/Fiches-profils/Scientifiques/RATHGEBER-Cyrille.
Supplementary Data
Supplementary Data for this article are available at Tree Physiology Online.
